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Theoretical quantum chemical calculations of the cross sections and rates for the dissociative
recombination of thev50 level of the ground state of OH1 show that recombination occurs
primarily along the 22P diabatic route. The products are O~1D! and a hot H atom with 6.1 eV
kinetic energy. The coupling to the resonances is very small and the indirect recombination
mechanism plays only a minor role. The recommended value for the rate coefficient is~6.360.7!
310293~Te/300!

20.48 cm3/s for 10,Te,1000 K. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dissociative recombination~DR! of OH1,

OH11e2→O1H, ~1!

is an important reaction in a number of settings. OH1 has
been detected in comets1 at concentrations comparable t
H2O

1 and H3O
1.2 The Pioneer 11 and Voyager 1 and

spacecraft have detected OH1 in the plasma torus of Saturn
A model3 has shown that DR of OH1 can limit the ion den-
sities near several Saturnian moons and lead to a large
flow of neutrals which can escape from the magnetosph
DR of OH1 has been included in a model of the magnet
sphere of Uranus.4 These environments are difficult to mode
because the DR rate constant for OH1 has never been mea
sured directly or calculated. The only prior work was
merged beam measurement5 of the cross section starting a
about 0.003 eV electron energy. The reported cross sect
were smaller than those found for other diatomics and it w
remarked that the low cross section could be due to an
favorable crossing of ion and dissociative curves.

The ab initio calculation of the DR cross sections an
rates for~1! involves three distinct steps. First, accurate p
tential curves are required for the description of the nucle
motion in the exit channel of reaction~1! and within the
bound ion in the entrance channel. The nuclear motion in
exit channel occurs on a diabatic state. The calculation
diabatic states differs slightly from the approach used
fully optimized states and this is discussed further below.
the second step, we calculate the coupling between
electron–ion continuum in the entrance channel and
nuclear motion continuum in the exit channel. In direct DR6

we confine our attention solely to the interaction of the tw
continua in reaction~1!. The direct DR cross section can b
calculated from a simple expression7 if there is only a single
important dissociative channel for each molecular state sy
metry. There are, however, neutral vibrationally excited R
dberg states that interact with both continua and act as in
mediate states in recombination. Once excited, they
autoionize back to the ion plus a free electron or predisso
ate along the exit channel. The Rydberg levels drive indir
DR.8 In many molecules, these intermediate states c
greatly affect the magnitude of the cross section. In the th
step, the Rydberg levels and the two continua are includ
J. Chem. Phys. 102 (4), 22 January 1995 0021-9606/95/102(4)
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simultaneously in a multichannel quantum defect theory
~MQDT! calculation of the cross sections and rates.7,9

In the next section, we discuss the repulsive states tha
describe the nuclear motion on the right side of reaction~1!.
Section III describes the construction of the diabatic wave
functions. The direct DR cross section and the calculation o
the electron capture widths is contained in Sec. IV. The cal-
culation of the quantum defects is described in Sec. V. The
full MQDT calculations for the cross sections and rates are
discussed in Sec. VI.

II. DR MECHANISM FOR OH1

In order for the rate of reaction~1! to be high in a di-
abatic description, it is necessary to have a potential curv
describing the motion in the exit channel@the right side of
reaction~1!# cross the ion potential curve within the classical
turning points of the vibrational level of interest~for DR
involving adiabatic potential curves see Ref. 10!.11 If there is
also a favorable electronic capture width, a favorable diaba
tic crossing situation assures a high Franck–Condon facto
between the two channels and a high direct recombination
cross section.6 This is discussed further in Sec. IV. Three
asymptotes of the valence separated atoms, O(3P)1H~2S!,
O(1D!1H(2S!,O~1S!1H(2S) are at 8.5, 6.5, and 4.7 eV,12,13

respectively, below thev50 level of the3S2 ion ground
state. The lowest asymptote, O(3P)1H(2S), gives molecular
states of4,2P, and 4,2S2 symmetry. The2P state is the
ground state of OH and it does not cross the ion. The
O(1D)1H(2S) asymptote gives2D, 2P, andA 2S1 states.
TheA state is well known and does not cross the ion. Fur-
thermore, because of the1 symmetry, it can only have a
negligible electron capture width. The highest asymptote
O~1S)1H(2S) at 4.7 eV, leads to a2S1 state which can also
be neglected. The lowest Rydberg asymptote, O(5S)1H(2S),
lies 0.7 eV above thev50 level of the ion. Therefore, only
five states are possible routes for DR from the low vibra-
tional levels of OH1 at low electron energies.

III. WAVE FUNCTIONS

The potential curves for the ion and neutral states were
determined from large scale wave functions expanded in
Gaussian basis functions. The basis set on the O was co
structed from the 13s, 8p primitive set of van Duijneveldt14

with exponents rounded to no more than seven significan
1699/1699/6/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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1700 Steven L. Guberman: Dissociative recombination of OH1
figures. The oxygen exponents15 for the even tempered (6d,
4 f , 2g) polarization set, ak

i , are generated from
ak
i 5b i /(2.5)

k where i5d, f ,g, bd512.65, b f56.07,
bg53.11 with k running from 0 toni21 whereni is the
number of basis functions of each type. These expone
were rounded to two decimal places. The contraction coe
cients for the [5s,4p,3d,2f ,1g] set were obtained from the
natural orbitals derived from an oxygen atom singles a
doubles CI calculation as described by Almlo¨f and Taylor.16

On the H, an 8 s set of van Duijneveldt14 was supplemented
by 6p and 4d polarization functions withbp59.88 and
bd54.0. Thepolarization exponents were rounded to tw
decimal places. The primitive set on the H was contracted
a [4s,3p,2d] set with coefficients obtained from the natura
orbitals for H2.

16 Diffuse basis functions on the O for the
description of negative ion or Rydberg character were inte
tionally omitted since the dissociative states determined h
must be diabatic valence states~see below!.

For the 3S2 ground state of the ion, the orbitals wer
determined in complete active space self-consistent fie17

~CASSCF! calculations. The primary configuration of the io
ground state is 1s22s23s21px1py . The configurations for
the CASSCF were determined by taking all excitatio
within the space of the 3s, 4s, 5s, and the 1p, and 2p
orbitals. The 1s and 2s orbitals were constrained to be dou
bly occupied. This generated a 56 term wavefunction. T
calculations were done inC2v symmetry butC`v symmetry
was imposed upon the orbitals. A configuration interaction18

~CI! wave function was generated by taking all single a
double excitation to the virtual orbitals from each of the 5
terms of the CASSCF wave function with the restriction th
the 1s orbital remain doubly occupied. This procedure ge
erated a 378 706 term wave function. All energies repor
here include the multireference analog of the Davidson c
rection for missing quadrupole excitations.19 The calculated
energies are listed in Table I and the spectroscopic const
are given in Table II where they are compared with pri
calculations. The calculated equilibrium internuclear sepa
tion differs from experiment by only 0.0015a0 andve dif-
fers by only 6 cm21. The calculated electronic dissociativ
energy is 0.14 eV smaller than experiment because the
description of O in the O1H1 limit is better than the de-
scription nearRe .

For the neutral4,2P, 4,2S2, and2D states, wave functions
were constructed using the same procedure as for the
Optimum orbitals were determined for each symmetry. F
the 2P states, the orbitals were an average of those for
lowest two2P states. Also, in the calculations on2S2 and2D
states the orbitals used were averaged for these two st
Exploratory calculations were done on each of these state
see if any diabatic state crossed within the turning points
thev50 ion level. The calculations in2P symmetry give the
neutral ground state as the first root. The calculated ioni
tion potential of thev50 level of the2P ground state is
12.9427 eV and compares quite well to the experimen
value of 12.90 eV.12 The other spectroscopic constants a
reported in Table II. The calculatedRe differs from experi-
ment by only 0.0036a0 andve differs by only 19 cm

21. The
electronic dissociation energy is only 0.02 eV smaller th
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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experiment. The calculated spectroscopic constants forX 2P
are quite similar to those given by prior20 high quality cal-
culations which explored several one particle andn-particle
approaches. The earlier calculations used a nearly identic
basis set to that used here supplemented with additional di

TABLE I. Calculated CI energies for the ground states of OH1, OH, and the
2 2P state of OH. Add275.0 to the listed energies to get the total energy.

R(a0) X 3S2 X 2P 2 2P

1.3 20.009 189 20.515 534 0.049 761
1.4 20.079 973 20.581 020 20.024 915
1.5 20.126 994 20.622 871 20.078 366
1.6 20.157 245 20.648 084 20.118 140
1.7 20.175 632 20.661 569 20.149 937
1.8 20.185 622 20.666 783 20.177 950
1.9 20.189 686 20.666 171 20.204 825
2.0 20.189 593 20.661 595 20.230 339
2.1 20.186 615 20.654 335 20.254 670
2.2 20.181 670 20.645 327 20.277 409
2.3 20.175 421 20.635 258 20.298 188
2.4 20.168 347 20.624 633 20.316 859
2.5 20.160 812 20.613 824 20.333 429
2.6 20.153 081
2.7 20.145 332 20.592 668 20.360 689
2.8 20.137 684 20.582 668 20.371 680
2.9 20.130 221 20.573 208 20.381 131
3.0 20.122 997 20.564 361 20.389 203
3.2 20.109 388 20.548 679 20.401 806
3.4 20.096 976 20.535 780 20.410 576
3.6 20.085 758 20.525 578 20.416 437
3.8 20.075 672 20.517 799 20.420 171
4.0 20.066 635 20.512 055 20.422 431
4.2 20.058 558
4.4 20.051 352 20.504 978 20.424 441
4.6 20.044 935 20.502 912 20.424 813
4.8 20.039 233
5.0 20.034 178 20.500 443 20.425 087
5.5 20.023 962 20.499 018 20.425 130
6.0 20.016 503 20.498 405 20.425 102
6.5 20.011 114 20.498 131 20.425 065
7.0 20.007 304 20.498 003 20.425 033
7.4 20.497 949 20.425 013
7.6 20.004 285 20.497 932 20.425 005
7.8 20.003 584 20.497 919 20.424 998
8.0 20.003 015 20.497 908 20.424 992

TABLE II. OH spectroscopic constants.

OH1 X 3S2 a b This work Experimentalc

Re(a0) 1.948 1.9517 1.9458 1.9443
De ~eV! 5.358 5.31 5.14 5.28
ve ~cm21! 3088.1 3104 3119 3113
vexe ~cm21! 72.8 77.8 83.67 78.52

OH X 2P MRCId ACPFd This work Experimentalc

Re (a0) 1.838 1.836 1.8360 1.8324
De ~eV! 4.589 4.593 4.605 4.62
ve ~cm21! 3756 3737
vexe ~cm21! 111.23 84.88

aR. P. Saxon and B. Liu, J. Chem. Phys.85, 2099~1986!.
bD. M. Hirst and M. F. Guest, Mol. Phys.49, 1461~1983!.
cReference 12.
dReference 20.
No. 4, 22 January 1995
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1701Steven L. Guberman: Dissociative recombination of OH1
fuse functions needed for an accurate description of the
pole moment function. A smaller reference space was u
for generating the multireference CI~MRCI! wave function
than that used here. Results were also reported using
averaged coupled-pair functional method~ACPF!. The prior
results forRe andDe are compared with the results reporte
here in Table II.

From Fig. 1, the only state identified as a likely route f
DR is the 22P state which crosses the ion near the inn
turning point of thev50 level. The calculated electronic
excitation energy of the diabatic 22P state at 1.8a0 is 13.30
eV compared to 13.09 eV for the ion. For the2S2, 2D, 4S2,
and 4P diabatic states, the excitation energies at 1.8a0 are
9.37, 10.91, 8.56, and 11.94 eV. All of these repulsive sta
fall under the ion at internuclear distances that are betw
the turning points of thev50 level. The calculated energie
for the 2P states are given in Table I.

The excited neutral states have been the subject of s
eral prior calculations.21 However, the prior calculations are
adiabatic calculations in which the states are allowed to m
in Rydberg character. If a good description of Rydberg ch
acter is provided, none of these optimized adiabatic sta
can cross the ion because of the noncrossing rule. Here
are interested in diabatic states which cross the ion and
provide routes for DR. These states can be formulated
projecting out the ground state of the ion from the neut
adiabatic states. While this can be done exactly for the c
of the DR of H2

1 or other one electron ions,22 it cannot be
done exactly for many electron ions. In the calculations
ported here, this projection is approximated by not includi
Rydberg character in the diabatic wave functions. These
abatic curves with high excitation energies will usually b
more repulsive with respect to the ground state than com
rable adiabatic states. The only exceptions are cases
which Rydberg character is not energetically important. O
results indicate, as expected, that this is clearly the case

FIG. 1. The calculated potential curves for the ground state of OH1 and the
neutral diabatic states of OH. The calculated points are shown by anx. The
v50 vibrational level is included in the ion potential well.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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the ground states of the neutral and the ion where the sp
troscopic constants are in excellent agreement with expe
mentally derived results.

All potential curve calculations reported here were don
with theMOLECULE-SWEDENprograms.23

IV. DIRECT DR CROSS SECTION AND RESONANCE
WIDTHS

The cross section for direct DR, i.e., for capture onl
into the dissociative state without considering the intermed
ate neutral Rydberg levels, is approximately proportional
an electron capture width. The expression for the direct D
cross section from ion vibrational levelv along a single dis-
sociative route is given by7

sv5S pr

2ke
2D 4jv

~11(v8jv8!
2 , ~2!

wherer is the ratio of the dissociative state statistical weig
to that for the ion. The factor of 2 accounts for the electro
spin, ke is the electron wave number, and the summatio
over v8 runs over allv8<v. The jv are given by

jv5S p

2 D @^XduG1/2~R!uXv&#2 ~3!

whereXd andXv are the continuum and bound vibrationa
wave functions for the dissociative and electron–ion state
respectively. The internuclear distance (R) dependent elec-
tronic width is given by

G~R!52pr^$F ion~x,R!f r~x,R!%uHuFd~x,R!&2, ~4!

wherer is a density of states. The brackets on the left side
the matrix element denote the antisymmetrized product o
multielectron wave function for the ion with that for the
Rydberg electron,f r . H denotes the Hamiltonian operato
andFd labels the multiconfiguration wave function for the
dissociative state. The integration is done over the electro
coordinates,x.

The electronic widths are not only essential to the dire
recombination cross section but they also play an importa
role in connecting the entrance channel in DR to excite
Rydberg vibrational levels via a second order electron
coupling.9 The widths are calculated by using a large diffus
Gaussian basis set to represent high principal quantum nu
ber,n, Rydberg orbitals. Because of the tight valence state
the right side of the matrix element in Eq.~4!, only the
portion of the Rydberg orbital close to the molecule contrib
utes to the integral. Close to the molecule, the highn Ryd-
berg orbital is quite similar to a ‘‘free’’ continuum Coulomb
orbital except for the normalization which we take into ac
count with ther factor in Eq.~4!. It would be prohibitively
expensive and impractical to use wave functions of the sc
used for the potential curves in the calculation of high Ry
berg states. Because of this we use much smaller vale
basis sets for the width calculations. A [3s,2p,1d] con-
tracted basis set on the O and a@2s,1p# basis on the H are
used for representing the valence orbitals. The basis set
the O was contracted from a (9s,4p,2d) set.24,25 The s H
basis is a contraction of a (4s) set24 and thep basis function
No. 4, 22 January 1995
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1702 Steven L. Guberman: Dissociative recombination of OH1
is a single 2p primitive with an exponent of 1.0. Eighteen
diffuse 2px and 18 diffuse 3dxz functions were used to rep-
resent the high Rydberg orbitals with exponents,a(n,l ),
taken from Kaufmann et al.26 using the expression
a(n,l )5(1/2n2)(1/(aln1bl!!

2 where a150.452 615 and
b150.309 805 for the 2px exponents anda250.382 362
andb250.251 333 for the 3dxz exponents.n ranged from
1.5 to 10.0 at 0.5 steps in both cases. For this range ofn
values we are able to obtain good descriptions of Rydbe
orbitals up to principal quantum number 10 and then510
Rydberg orbital was used for the calculation of the widths
The Rydberg orbital was determined in improved virtual or
bital ~IVO!27 calculations in2P symmetry. The calculated
width is a capture width for a zero energy electron. Becau
of the coulomb potential, these widths are expected to va
only slowly with electron energy. The capture widths ar
expected to be adequate for describing low electron ener
DR.

For the multiconfiguration wave functions used in the
width calculations, the valence orbitals were optimized i
CASSCF calculations on the ground state of the ion havin
the 2s, 3s, 4s, 1p, and 2p orbitals active. The 1s orbital
was kept doubly occupied. The valence orbitals determine
here were used to represent both the ion and 22P state in the
width calculations for the 22P state. Using the ion orbitals, a
small multiconfiguration wave function for the valence2P
states was constructed by taking all single and double ex
tations from the most important configurations of theX and
valence 22P states: 1s22s23s21p3 and 1s22s23s4s1p3.
The orbital space included those listed in these configur
tions plus the 2p orbital. Restricting the 1s orbital to be
doubly occupied, this procedure generated 77 spin eige
functions. The Rydberg CI wave function reference set ha
three configurations consisting of the main configuration fo
the ion wave function, 1s22s23s21p2, plus a single electron
in either the valence virtual 3p or 4p or the Rydbergp
orbital determined above. Taking all single and double exc
tations within the same orbital space used in the valence
but restricting the group of 3p, 4p, and Rydbergp orbitals to
have no more than a single electron generated 75 configu
tions or 249 spin eigenfunctions. Using a procedure that h
been described previously,28,29 the neutral valence Hamil-
tonian matrix was transformed to eliminate the two low lying
2P roots. The remaining roots in the2P space were allowed
to mix into the Rydberg space, providing additional correla
tion. Therefore, the final Rydberg space wave function
249177225324 terms in length. The Hamiltonian matrix
element with the 77 term valence wave function for 22P
yielded the electronic capture width@Eq. ~4!#. The calculated
widths are quite small and are shown as the solid line in Fi
2. The calculated value atR52.2 a0 is only 0.012 eV for
‘‘ l ’’ 51 and only 0.000 88 eV for the ‘‘l ’’ 52 Rydberg orbital.
The ‘‘l ’’ 52 Rydberg orbital is nonpenetrating and in the IVO
calculations it has a very small quantum defect of only 0.02
compared to that for ‘‘l ’’ 51 of 0.73. The 3d basis functions
in the ‘‘l ’’ 51 Rydberg orbital were found to play only a
small role, decreasing the value of the width by only 0.000
eV. We have therefore neglected the ‘‘l ’’ 52 contribution and
in the calculation of the cross section we only us a sing
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102, N
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‘‘ l ’’ 51 partial wave for the free electron. The small widths
calculated here indicate that both the direct recombinatio
rate coefficient and the second order electronic coupling9 to
the Rydberg states are small. As a rough indication of th
expected accuracy of these small widths, we refer to ou
calculation of the small width of the 13Pg state of O2 which
differed from an experimentally derived value by only a few
percent.28

The calculated Rydberg wave function is based on a 2
configuration ion wave function which has anRe of 1.9604
a0 or 0.0146a0 larger than theRe calculated for the ion
curve in Sec. III. In order to make the widths consistent with
the ion curve used in the cross section calculations, th
widths have been shifted to smallerR by 0.0146a0 .

In separate test calculations, we found that the use o
2 2P optimized CASSCF orbitals instead of ion orbitals, de-
creased the final calculated width by about 20%. This varia
tion of the width with the nature of the orbitals is taken into
account in determining the recommended value for the rat
given in Sec. VI.

V. QUANTUM DEFECT

In the full cross section calculation, the variation of the
quantum defect withR provides a measure of the coupling
between the incoming electron and the nuclear motion. Thi
coupling describes the Born–Oppenheimer breakdown con
tribution to indirect recombination.7,30 For the calculation of
the quantum defect, all single and double excitations within
the 2s–4s, 1p, and 2p orbitals were generated from the
main ion configuration giving 25 configurations and 47 spin
eigenfunctions. The Rydberg wave function was generate
by adding to each of these configurations one of the 1p–4p
valence orbitals or the Rydbergn53 p orbital. This gener-
ated 112 configurations and 332 spin eigenfunctions. Th
quantum defect was calculated from the energy differenc
between the ion state and the second root corresponding

FIG. 2. The calculated electron capture widths~solid line! and the quantum
defects~dashed line!.
o. 4, 22 January 1995
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1703Steven L. Guberman: Dissociative recombination of OH1
the n53 Rydberg state. The quantum defects are shown
the dashed line in Fig. 2. In addition to the widths, the qua
tum defects have been shifted to smallerR by 0.0146a0 . In
the region of the ion minimum,dm/dR is quite small, 0.016
a0

21, relative to other molecules studied in this laborato
Because of this small derivative, there is a low probabil
for entering the Rydberg states via Born–Oppenheim
breakdown.

VI. CROSS SECTIONS AND RATES

In order to include the neutral Rydberg resonances,
use here the multichannel quantum defect theory that
been presented previously.7,9 The vibrational wave functions
have been calculated on a grid of 0.001a0 between 1.0 and
8.0 a0 and cross sections have been calculated on a grid
0.0001 eV from 0.0001 to 1.0 eV. Twenty ion vibrationa
levels have been included. TheK matrix, which includes all
the electronic interactions between dissociative a
electron–ion states, has been calculated to second or9

The calculated cross section is shown in Fig. 3. The das
line is the direct cross section calculated from Eq.~2!. The
solid line is the full cross section including the resonan
states. The resonances here are quite sharp due to the
value for the electronic widths. The first resonance near 0
eV is due to then57, v51 Rydberg level. Moving to
higher energies, the next resonance is then58, v51 level.
As has been discussed previously,7,9 the cross section takes
the form of a Fano profile near each resonance. Thev51
resonances shown in Fig. 3 have the characteristic shape
Fano profile with a profile index,q, having a positive value,
near unity. The next resonance near 0.15 eV isn54, v54.

FIG. 3. The direct recombination cross section~dashed line! and the full
cross section~solid line! are shown with the line~small dashes! reported as
a fit to the points in the merged beam results.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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Its profile is reversed relative to thev51 resonances and it
has a negativeq. Thev51 resonances terminate at thev51
level of the ion at 0.37 eV. Note that the full cross section is
slightly below the direct cross section at low energies. This i
due to the low energy wing ofn57, v51 and to then55,
v52 level which falls just below threshold and has a nega
tive Fano profile index. Except for the narrow peaks and dip
due to the resonances, the full cross section and the dire
cross section are quite similar. Indeed, for OH1, indirect DR
plays only a very small role.

There have been no prior calculations of cross section
or rates for the DR of OH1. The only experimental data
comes from a merged beam study5 which reported cross sec-
tions. These experimental results are shown as the dotted li
in Fig. 3. The dotted line reproduces that drawn by the ex
perimentalists through their data points. The experiment
cross section goes asE21.0 and agrees with the calculated
energy dependence ofE20.99 at energies away from reso-
nances and below 0.6 eV. However, the experimentally de
rived cross section is about a factor of 6 higher than the cro
section calculated here. The state of excitation of the OH1 in
the experiments5 could not be determined. Indeed, the large
difference between the experimental and theoretical resu
appears to indicate that a considerable fraction of the io
beam may have been either vibrationally or electronicall
excited. A possibility for the latter excitation are excited and
ground vibrational levels of thea 1D metastable state lying
at 2.2 eV12 and the higher lyingb 1S1 state. The latter state
could undergo DR along dissociative states of2S1 symme-
try. Although we have not calculated a potential curve for th
a state, the width matrix element for the corresponding
electron–ion2P state was determined in our calculations of
the widths of the2P states formed from theX 3S2 ion state.
The width of the 22P state for coupling to thea state plus a
free electron is between 3–4 times larger than that for theX
state width in the region between 1.5 and 2.2a0 . Finally, it
should be noted that the merged beam measurements show
no indication of resonance structure. This is in agreeme
with the very narrow resonances seen here.

The DR rate has been calculated by averaging the cro
section over a Maxwellian energy distribution for the elec
trons. The rate is shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the direct an
full rates are quite similar. Indeed, for OH1 the indirect re-
combination mechanism can be neglected in the calculatio
of the rate. Taking into account the orbital dependence of th
calculated width, the recommended value for the total DR
rate from v50 for 10,Te,1000 K is ~6.360.7!
310293~Te/300)

20.48 cm3/s.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The DR of OH1 with an electron is dominated by the
2 2P route which leads to O(1D), the upper state of the red
line, and hot H(2S) with a kinetic energy of 6.1 eV. The 22P
diabatic potential curve intersects the ion potential within th
turning points of thev50 level. However, the electronic
capture width and the variation of the quantum defect withR
are both very small yielding a small calculated recombina
tion rate coefficient. The calculations indicate that the onl
, No. 4, 22 January 1995
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prior experimental work, a merged beam experiment, m
have vibrationally or electronically excited ions in the beam
in agreement with the earlier observation.5
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